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Abstract—Digital trace data in archives offer novel sources for
examining “evolutionary” social and cultural phenomena. Yet,
few studies have formally examined the features of archives that
can be of use for scholars taking evolutionary perspectives in
archival science. To address this gap, we compare the design fea-
tures, metadata, and affordances of two repositories – GenBank
and Know Your Meme – leveraging longstanding evolutionary
analogies between genes and memes to identify trace data useful
for evolutionary analyses. Our empirical analysis reveals the
opportunities and limitations in using networked and longitudinal
data contained in repositories. Repositories, here, are analyzed
as trace data. We argue that archival system designers and CAS
research should be aware of how archives represent data and
how the archival features influence or limit CAS research. We
conclude with a discussion of the challenges associated with
archival (meta)data structures offering “big data” (and “big
metadata”). In examining these repositories, we speculate about
computational concerns in archiving evolutionary data. Doing
so moves towards a principled approach for informing how
evolutionary archives could be designed.

Index Terms—repositories, GenBank, Know Your Meme, evo-
lution, culture

I. INTRODUCTION

GenBank and Know Your Meme (KYM) are two reposito-
ries containing digital data useful for analyses of “evolution-
ary” phenomena, information complexity, and social dynam-
ics. Yet, at first glance, the repositories could not seem more
distinct: GenBank organizes gene sequences for data-intensive
genetics researchers while KYM organizes galleries of cultur-
ally similar visual media, commonly considered “memes,” for
users on the internet. Despite the differences, each repository’s
data have special use for scholars analyzing cultural and social
dynamics through evolutionary perspectives.

Yet, few studies formally describe archival metadata and
features usable by scholars studying evolutionary phenomena.
To address this gap, we compare GenBank and Know Your
Meme (KYM) as data repositories. We draw from trace
ethnographic studies of the two repositories to compare the
affordances, features, and (meta)data which might be valuable
to evolutionary analyses of social and cultural phenomena.
Within a Computational Archive Science (CAS) perspective,
we conduct a comparative case study of the repositories
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by framing them within a longstanding evolutionary analogy
between genetic information and memetic information.

First, we overview relevant operationalizations of reposito-
ries and archives. We focus on research using repository data
in relation to network and longitudinal data in genetic and
cultural contexts. Second, we describe our method and analytic
approach, drawing from trace ethnographies of GenBank and
KYM to provide empirical and speculative use cases of the
metadata using techniques from trace ethnography. Third, we
present our findings, the identification of metadata that can
be used for studies of evolutionary phenomena, using the
respective repositories, GenBank and KYM. In conclusion, we
highlight use cases and the lessons GenBank can learn from
KYM, and vice versa.

The study contributes new research sites and phenomena
for CAS analysis consideration. We provide a sensitizing lens
on archival analysis of evolutionary phenomena, and a timely
reminder that disrupts assumptions of the “naturalness” or
inevitability of digital traces.

II. BACKGROUND

GenBank [1] and KYM [2] are considered repositories,
which can be defined as the products, services, and infras-
tructures for data description, sharing, analysis, and reuse to
facilitate data-intensive research [1]. KYM describes itself
as “a site that researches and documents Internet memes
and viral phenomena” [3]. Similarly, GenBank’s primary role
is providing a platform, products, and services dedicated to
documenting and organizing metadata affiliated with gene
sequencing datasets and related publications (e.g., journal
articles) for sequences in publication data [4].

To encompass the range of scholarly interest in “evolu-
tionary” analyses using archival data, a first consideration for
enabling the value of evolutionary data contained in archives
is identifying the metadata which “network” the archive. CAS
studies have begun to suggest how networked traces might
provide value to scholarly studies of the archives in a variety
of ways. In particular, Noble et al. [5] suggest that while
network nodes are useful archival metadata, a consideration
of what they mean and how they connect should be carefully
unpacked. We adopt this ethos, and attempt to move towards
understanding how metadata constitutes “nodes,” and how



the nodes connect to time-based data enabling longitudinal,
evolutionary data.

However, at the off-set we want to clarify that “evolution”
here does not imply some form of “progression” of morality or
knowledge. For example, when Kuhn speaks of evolutionary
science, he specifically does not describe science as necessarily
“progressing” towards notions of truth [6]. While at risk of
“evolution” being misinterpreted in this way, we explicitly
oppose the idea that this data implies “progress” in some
normative way. What we do in this paper is merely identify the
data structures that can be useful for interpreting evolutionary
phenomena.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we begin with an overview of the relevant
memetics and genetics theory to interpret our archives. This
provides a background of studies of the “evolution” of science
and culture. We then provide an overview of related CAS work
to situate the study in recent CAS studies examining evolution-
ary phenomena from historical, networked, and longitudinal
perspectives as they relate to our empirical needs.

A. Memetics (Meta)data and the Evolution of Culture

In memetics, memes originally meant ‘units of culture’ [7]
as a cultural counterpart to genes. However, critiques from
Internet Memetics – the study of memes in a digitally mediated
context – argue the gene-meme analogy is a particularly loose
one at best [8]. Yet, the ‘evolutionary’ analogy is significant
as studying memes as data of evolutionary culture still exists.
Data does not necessarily require a base “unit” so to speak.
However it does need some basis of comparison and orga-
nization unless it is merely considered “information.” That
is, the data of memes might be interpreted as unitary [7],
or a semiotic system [9], an organization or organism [10],
or a communicative ecology [8]. Within these, some basis of
comparison from one cultural meme to another is needed to
develop a systematic way to differentiate memes.

B. Genetics (Meta)data and the Evolution of Science

By comparison, genetics is a relatively established field,
with mature cyberinfrastructure for data exchange via large
open research data repositories, e.g., GenBank and the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) [4]. That is, genetic research is structured
to support well-defined proteins, e.g., possible variant alleles.
Science of science scholars have leveraged GenBank by using
the well-structured archive of genetic sequences for scientific
collaboration about data and publications [11], [12].

C. Comparing memetics and genetics in evolutionary terms

KYM users are mostly self-motivated amateur archivists
with minimal oversight. All that is required to add a image
file is a KYM account, a name for the file, and key terms for
the image file. In KYM, you additionally can add a source,
notes, and the author. Yet, the data entry is up to the user. There
is minimal auditing of (meta)data and most submissions are
accepted.

Theories of evolution comparing genetics and culture are
abundant and diverse [7], [13]–[15]. The abundance of these
comparisons imply that limitations in study are less a theory
issue, and more about limitations in existing data to test
them. Data limitations in the archival context suggest cultural
archives’ role in solving or limiting cultural research. It has
been suggested in memetics [16] and in cultural heritage
archival research [17] that networks might prove valuable at
making sense of this kind of data. Also, while networks are a
particular arrangement of data, it is also important to consider
longitudinal data (i.e. time-dependent computational data) as
valuable to evolutionary interpretations. Networked or not, one
can consider time dependent data. We propose a goal of CAS
should be in how it informs archives in enabling systemat-
ically computational value, e.g. longitudinal and networked
data. That is, we pay particular interest to investigating how
networked and longitudinal affordances enable through our
chosen archives. CAS plays a role in suggesting or structuring
systematic (meta)data which facilitates how research might in-
terpret data and its meaning. So in moving forward, speculative
network and longitudinal potentials are suggested for analysis
of broader biological, sociological, cultural, and informational
studies.

D. CAS Studies of Evolutionary Phenomena: Historical, Lon-
gitudinal, and Networked Archives

Scholars in CAS have used ethnographic methods to analyze
data, for example, to promote computational understanding
and analyze different temporal scales and patterns of network
formations [18]. In these studies, scholars identify archival
features that are amendable to computational approaches to
develop a pedagogical foundation of computational literacy in
library and archival sciences. Cultural and social phenomena
appear as digital archival features which require a certain level
of CAS literacy to comprehend.

More specifically, we have found inspiration in CAS studies
on networked approaches. Here we see value in applying
these approaches to evolutionary phenomena which happen
historically. Networked perspectives such as Noble et al. [5]
apply networked logics in their analysis of a cultural heritage
archives, specifically, stock books. Historical approaches have
broken ground in their analyses of cultural heritage over time,
constructing the archives through timelines of events. An
application of this kind of logic was used in Otero et al. [17]
to construct a dataset from the bibliographic traces of WWII
Japanese American incarceration records.

Specifically in Noble et al.’s work, they point to the fact
that in usual network logics there are some norms which need
investigating. For example, “Most network models assume that
a node = some objective entity,” [5]. This is relevant because
the ‘objective entity’ in their cases and ours are ‘entities’ of a
variety of types rather than a single ‘entity’ type in a network.
E.g. creators, curators, and even metadata objects. This means
that the structure of these networks are somewhat distinct
from, say, Social Network Analysis approaches to networks,
but require more complex approaches to node classification.



Here, in particular we point to how data can develop dynamic
(i.e. evolutionary) networks as well as longitudinal data which
can also be constructed as historical networks. In doing so,
we attempt to continue asking questions and developing a
framework to answer what network data can validate for
archival designs.

E. Gap in the Literature

While we see valuable studies of the networked properties
of archives, there are few studies of the archives in terms
of their evolutionary properties. Even if memetic evolution is
distinct from genetics, the needs of genetic archives may serve
as a close analogy to memetic archives needs. In this paper,
we suggest that for memetics to become a clearer study of
culture, an investigation of archival needs between memes and
genes offer researchers better opportunities for insights and
speculations of the two evolutionary studies and the metadata
they produce.

To our knowledge, archival science’s assessment of evolu-
tionary data is minimal. In this paper, we address this gap by
explicitly examining the ways that evolutionary phenomenon
unfold using the repositories Genbank and KYM to build on
current work in CAS.

IV. METHOD: COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY OF GENBANK
AND KNOW YOUR MEME TRACES

In this paper, we compare two repositories – GenBank
and Know Your Meme – to identify the features that can
offer insights and practical use of their traces. Specifically,
we draw from trace ethnography and the technique of infras-
tructural inversion [19], to foreground the infrastructure of the
repositories. We identify empirical and speculative use cases
to illustrate the resultant metadata identified. Putting the two
repositories side-by-side gives us a sense of their design logics,
and the ways that metadata can be used to trace the evolution
of social, scientific, and cultural phenomena.

We draw from two ongoing projects for the comparative
speculative analysis. For the case of GenBank (meta)data, we
draw from networked and longitudinal studies of scientific
collaboration using GenBank data (see [1]. For the case
of Know Your Meme, we draw from literature discussing
networking the content KYM [20].

Our speculative approach applies a trace ethnographic com-
parison of the repositories. Trace studies have been done in
similar contexts such as Wikipedia [19] and physics’ classi-
fication of gravitational wave content [21]. It also has been
suggested as valuable in studying computational aspects of
memetic evolution [16]. Trace ethnography in these previ-
ous studies offers or suggests formative productive value in
data structuring and sensemaking in computational research.
Likewise, we see it valuable here for suggesting potentials for
structuring network and longitudinal data.

Within the trace ethnographies, we use the technique of
infrastructural inversion, an approach for revealing the “or-
ganizational work” beneath infrastructures; that is, revealing
what is presented to us on repository platforms and surfacing

the often invisible functions and design logics of information
systems. Infrastructural inversion is a technique often linked
to trace ethnography, and works by inverting the infrastructure
so that instead of our usual view of a system (e.g., the public-
facing KYM landing page) we see the underlying technical
and human inputs (e.g., data input forms to add a new meme
to KYM or dataset to GenBank) constituting the system.

We describe our methodology in greater detail in the fol-
lowing sections on trace ethnography for each repository. We
then synthesize the respective ethnographies’ findings through
a inductive comparison by the two authors.

In the next section, we describe the metadata from GenBank
and KYM to set the context for identifying the metadata useful
for computational archival studies of the evolution of culture.

V. ANALYSIS: THE CASES OF GENBANK AND KNOW
YOUR MEME

In this section, we present the results of comparative trace
ethnographies in the cases of GenBank and Know Your Meme
(KYM). First, we describe the repositories’ metadata and
features available to Computational Archival Studies (CAS)
scholars, with a focus on those useful for analyses of evo-
lutionary phenomena. Second, we identify the metadata in
GenBank and KYM data with longitudinal and networked
properties. Limitations are discussed. These findings are then
contextualized within literature on analysis of social and
cultural evolutionary phenomena.

A. What are GenBank (Meta)data?

Metadata in research data repositories are used to describe
datasets, document authorship, and indicate links to digital and
physical objects used to create the data. Several research data
repositories were founded prior to the invention of the World
Wide Web such as the National Center for Biotechnology
Information’s (NCBI) GenBank. More recently, the number
and diversity of databases has proliferated, and now includes
generalized repositories e.g., Dryad (datadryad.org).

GenBank is an international open research data repository
[4]. Created in 1982 for researchers to share datasets in a
centralized location, the repository became a prominent player
in notable scientific advances including the Human Genome
Project (HGP), the full sequencing of many model organ-
isms, and sharing COVID-19 data. GenBank is a member of
the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration
(INSDC), a collaboration between Japanese, European, and
United States’ sequence databases [4].

When researchers submit data to a repository, they also
add supporting details – that is, metadata. The metadata is
often recorded in a structured file available for analysis. In
the case of GenBank, these structured files are referred to as
an annotation record. (See Figure 1) [4].

Figure 1 displays the sample GenBank record in its Flat
File format. The record provides an example of the metadata
fields and some sample corresponding data entries. The fields
represent the primary metadata which GenBank captures when
a scientist uploads and adds metadata to describe the dataset.



Fig. 1. A sample GenBank annotation record in Flat File format

Subsequently, a GenBank archivist adds an accession number
and checks the accuracy of the metadata and data input by the
scientist for quality control.

Scientists can directly deposit data to GenBank using either
BankIt, a tool which scientists submit data using a Web-based
form, or Sequin, a desktop-based standalone tool [4]. BankIt
and Sequin are submission portals for small genomes, genomic
DNA, and artificial sequences (e.g., clones) [4].

Submitting data to GenBank is guided by a series of
validated input forms that control each metadata element. That
is, the data input process via BankIt or Sequin is subject to
administrative controls in order to regulate permissions (e.g.,
who is allowed to submit), dictate the data format(s), and
verify the sequence data and metadata quality.

The data input forms in the BankIt submission por-
tal are is highly-structured to enable quality and re-
liability of the (meta)data. The data input form con-
tains built-in validation features. For example, a con-
trolled vocabulary is used to guide the submitter in
describing “how, when, and where you obtained your
samples” (https://submit.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/about/bankit/). In
addition, BankIt’s online guide indicates the accept-
able formats for data input (i.e., “FASTA” or “align-
ment”), and standards to use (e.g., “All sequence files
must be in plain text using ASCII characters only”)
(https://submit.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/about/bankit/) (See Figure 2.

For example, let’s say you are a scientist submitting a
protein-coding gene of Influenza in BankIt. You would be
required by NCBI to go through a decision tree and select
from a multiple choice the appropriate type of sequence. In our
example, the scientist would select “Influenza” and be directed
to a login page. The login page requires the submitter to select

Fig. 2. A BankIt input form for inputting the technology used in the sequence

a third-party app such as eRA Commons, Login.gov, ORCID,
and Google. The app the scientist selects determines the level
of access permissions, which vary according to the submitter
affiliation, e.g., the submitters’ organization(s).

The annotation record describes the dataset attributes
(e.g., sequence length, molecule type), and documents the
time of submission, the publication date of any associated
publications (e.g., “The Genome Sequence of Saccharomyces
eubayanus and the Domestication of Lager-Brewing Yeasts”
published in “Mol. Biol. Evol. (32) 11, (2015”). The
annotation record fields directly relating to the dataset itself
are locus, definition, accession, version, DBLINK, keywords,
source, and organism. The Reference field entries includes
fields to document the dataset and publication authors, and
the title, journal, “pubmed,” and “consrtm.” A data dictionary
located with the sample GenBank annotation record
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Sitemap/samplerecord.html)
explains each field in terminology accessible to an educated
layperson. However, an undergraduate-level course in genetics
helps interpret some of the metadata. For example, the locus
field contains the modification date.

This case study draws from an ongoing project of sci-
entific collaboration networks, started in 2013. Since the
beginning of the project, the project team has conducted
three waves of (meta)data collection: 2013, 2018, and
2021. The procedure for acquiring and processing the data
occurs in several stages. To be used for analysis, the
(meta)data must be first be downloaded from the FTP



site (https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/) and parsed into a
database. The publicly available flat files are stored as .gz
files.

Fig. 3. GenBank Flat File FTP download site (Release 252.0, screen capture
date: 10-25-2022)

Although the metadata were designed to support the
community of genetics and genomics research, GenBank
metadata are a rich source for science of science study.
GenBank metadata are particularly notable for their
consistency and reliability, especially considering that
many are “legacy” fields, that is, metadata elements which
have been in use since GenBank’s inception. Nevertheless,
the input form fields have been consistently since the
database was established in 1982. For instance, there
have been few changes to the number and names of
fields. When there is a change, it is documented in
the release notes and it appears that the archivists and
database designers tried to maintain the existing database
structure, entity relationships, and vocabulary as stable as
possible. For example, there was a need to add GenBank
divisions CON (indicating how to assemble contigs) (see
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Sitemap/samplerecord.html).
The consistency is unique and valuable as a distinctive feature
of GenBank metadata for use in science studies because
GenBank’s consistent descriptors facilitates longitudinal
analysis.

The metadata fields that are useful for longitudinal analyses
revolve primarily around the temporal metadata. In Genbank,
temporal metadata include the date of a datasets submission
and the date of the publication associated with a dataset’s
submission. These are in unstructured text fields and their
granularity is usually at the year level. However the date of

submission is at the month and date level. The annotation
record contains multiple dimensions of time stamps and dates.
Scientists can request an embargo on the dataset. The date of
the embargo is indicated in the metadata, as well as the public
release of the dataset.

Later in the design of the repository, GenBank allowed the
possibility to revise your sequence. Sequence revisions occur
when there was an error found and there’s a need to update
the sequence. This temporal meta-data is useful for tracking
change over time especially as it pertains to collaboration
networks and studies of “bench to bedside” where we can see
how long it took from the date of submission to publication.
We have used this ratio to indicate whether cyberinfrastructure
accelerates science.

Networked properties abound in GenBank metadata. Some
of the metadata are already structured as networks in the
sense that the links were established a priori by the creators
of the database and metadata standards to support interop-
erability. An important function of the GenBank database
was its conception as a system for organizing information
(largely datasets, but also resources such as analysis tools and
tutorials) to enable resources to be linked across federal re-
sources. For instance, GenBank contains a field with PubMed
identification number (ID) to connect to the biomedical lit-
erature database PubMed (https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).
Likewise, the annotation record contains linked to projects,
publications, biosamples, and assemblies (see Figure 1. The
record contains links to external databases too, such as the
NCBI Taxonomy, the U.S. Patent & Trade Office (USPTO)
database, usaspending.gov, among other federal resources.

A network of the entities in the GenBank record are digital
traces that serve as a proxy for the networked “information
ecology” of biomedical and genetics/genomics research [22].
Scholars interested in science studies can leverage the traces
for analyzing the scientific enterprise, but can also be used
by geneticists interested in conducting systematic literature
reviews, meta-analyses, or informatics on sequence data.

The primary focus of the ongoing science of science project
our group has focused on is scientific collaboration network
analysis. For example, to analyze collaboration networks the
authors are connected through being listed on datasets, publi-
cations, and patents. The authors are represented as comma-
separated names are listed in a semi-structured format.

The standard format of names in a comma-separated format
can be parsed and transformed into network data (e.g., edge
lists comprised of nodes and node attributes). Collaboration
networks have been generated for the project to analyze
knowledge diffusion, specifically “The large number of lon-
gitudinal studies of collaboration networks provides insights
into the evolving of interpersonal relationships in communities
and sub-communities, and how this evolution is related to
collaboration capacity and knowledge diffusion” [23].

The project team faced a number of technical challenges
including entity resolution and name disambiguation, as is
common in CAS dealing with trace data from repositories
and archives especially those which the analyst does not



have administrative control. A major technical challenge is
author name disambiguation. To disambiguate GenBank au-
thor names, we used the 2013 Kaggle solution [24] and with
Semantic Scholar to disambiguate the publication and dataset
names with 94 percent accuracy (white paper forthcoming) and
the USPTO database to disambiguate patent author names.

B. What are Know Your Meme (Meta)data?

As noted previously, there are a large quantity of resources
available on KYM with a variety of functions. However, here
we focus on the traces related to image galleries of meme
entries. For example, consider the meme gallery “Impossible.
Perhaps the Archives Are Incomplete” in Figure 4. In the

Fig. 4. A cropped screenshot of the top of an example KYM gallery sorted
by High Score.

screen capture, we see the rendered HTML of this image
gallery. We have limited this screen capture to visible data
specific to this image gallery which is focused on the archival
qualities of the site.

Some relevant data visible for this gallery are the name
of the meme entry, the number of “images” in the entry, the
number of “likes” the entry has on KYM, and the gallery
of images themselves which load dynamically via an “infinite
scroll” function. Additionally, in Figure 4 we see some specific
features which enable sorting or interaction with the gallery.
For example, a visitor to KYM may search for “templates”
to make their own similar image, or sort the gallery based
on predefined criteria such as the time the image was entered
into the gallery or sort the images based on image interaction
data. While these are “features” for interaction, they also can
be interpreted as data for scholarly use. For example, by
sorting the images based on time, one can interpret sequential
temporal data based on the relative submission of each image
in the gallery.

Additionally, one might rank the social impact of the images
relative to each other based on interaction data by ordering
images by views. However, what such an ranking index means
is partially defined by the interpreter. For example, in order to
interpret “High Score” or “Views” for each image one needs
to interpret how those are functionally calculated, and whether
that implies popularity, visibility, a function of how long its
been on the platform, etc. To explain more details about
this we take a closer look at other aspects of this gallery’s
metadata.

Fig. 5. Example of a cropped screenshot image with its visible metadata in
the “Impossible. Perhaps the Archives are Incomplete” gallery.

Figure 5 shows an example image and its related metadata
which is two clicks from the original gallery. That is, one can
click an image visible in Figure 4, then click the full sized
version of the image that loads, and the final page includes
metadata about that specific image in the gallery as viewed in
Figure 5.

Figure 5 demonstrates the granularity of metadata for each
image in a meme entry gallery. As archival data, this kind
of image is more computationally thorough than the overview
of gallery information. As an example, the image shows an
aggregate number of upvotes (+1) and downvotes (−1) as well
as Facebook shares, the number of views both as an all time
and daily totals, a nonspecific date the image was uploaded
(e.g. “5 years ago”), the original meme gallery it was included
in, the source of the image, image tags, and the username
of the account which uploaded the image. Finally, there are



comments included at the very bottom of the image from both
KYM and Facebook.

By viewing the image data and metadata as rendered in the
browser, temporal relations between images and “High Score”
orderings of the gallery can be made, for example. However
granular some of the data may be, there remain ambiguities in
the data. The temporal data offered by the platform traces
lack a clear, consistent time scale. For instance, an image
described as having been uploaded “5 years ago”; however,
the image was not uploaded precisely five years to the day.
This imprecision is especially problematic for event-oriented
memes because they tend to be made within a short time
of each other. Additional vagueness appears in the number
of up and down votes because it is unclear whether the +6
votes on the image are 6 upvotes, or 1,000 upvotes and 994
downvotes. Clearly these are very different in how we might
interpret “impactful” images. One implies a few positive (and
perhaps even measurably insignificant) interactions, yet the
other implies a fairly socially divisive image.

In addition to these ambiguities, a further complication with
these data for scholarly use is some of them are not “rendered”
as described thus far. That is, the data exist and can be accessed
by inspecting the HTML of the page. For example, the upvotes
and downvotes presently exist as an element in the HTML. In
fact, the precise upload time of an image, down to the second,
exists in an HTML element.

The above examination of the data available (and unavail-
able) to scholars on KYM, we can extract networked and
longitudinal data useful to evolutionary analysis. With a little
HTML parsing, one can fairly cleanly capture the following:

• the complete image gallery for each meme entry,
• the number of images in the gallery,
• the meme gallery name each image was uploaded to,
• the date and time each image was posted,
• separated upvotes and downvotes,
• the tags connected to each image,
• the source of the image,
• the user profile name who uploaded each image,
• text affiliated with how KYM interprets the meme, and
• commentary from user profiles of KYM and Facebook.

Other KYM data might be implied by leaps of interpretation
but are not explicitly accounted for by KYM. For example, we
could approximate of the speed at which a meme replicates.
However this would be proxy data. The initial memetic
information (i.e. the images themselves) are not necessarily
replicating on KYM; they are only uploaded there. So to
attempt to explain replication of a meme’s image instances
using KYM upload data is more accurately explaining how
temporal archiving practices, than precise longitudinal data
about a meme’s replication. Likewise, we could create spa-
cial networks of the social media most involved in “meme
creation” but we also are not necessarily speaking of the site
at which an image was made, but rather where it was found
first by an archivist. So, in particular, KYM is biased in that its
(meta)data and information builds around the curiosities of its

archivist’s online habits rather than through clear validation,
as has been suggested in other CAS research [17].

To illustrate such bias more clearly, consider what one sees
in uploading their own image to a meme entry. Most of the
fields here should look familiar. This is because it is the
KYM archivist job to enter these fields. That is, the image-
level data are human-entered fields. The only more automated
aspect of this is what data are required for submission, and
the non-required meme entry page which are existing pages
on KYM, such as our example entry of “Impossible. Perhaps
the Archives Are Incomplete.” That is, outside of audits which
relate to violations of KYM submission guidelines, the only
(meta)data which is not user submitted is temporal data and
the user profile related to the submission.

Fig. 6. These are the data entry fields offered to an citizen archivist, KYM
user.

While a meme entry is supposed to be representative of
a “meme,” as Pettis points out [2], this is questionable and
homogenizing of culture and digital history. Later sections
discuss this in greater detail; for simplicity, a “meme entry”
is not necessarily a collection that constitutes a meme, but
rather an operational account of what a meme might be within
Shifman’s definition of meme. As exemplified above, meme
entries and their encyclopedic text privilege a particular media
collection being representative of suggesting homogeneous
accounts of content, form, and/or stance [8].

C. Ethical Issues Concerning Evolutionary Terminology

Archives contain, to varying degrees, the power to influence
the conceptualization and phenomena contextualized in their
collections. As such, it is important to consider archivally
recontextualized data more closely, and compare that to how



these data are used in evolutionary research. Knowing this,
it is important to reiterate what we mean when we speak of
“evolution” in this paper.

When “evolution” is suggested in the context of social and
cultural phenomenona, some ethical concerns can often follow.
For example, some assume that evolutionary principles imply
naturalistically determinant outcomes, especially under the
paradigm of (neo-)Darwinian biology. Neo-Darwinian theory
is only one of many co-existing evolutionary paradigms. To
name some examples, Kuhnian philosophy of science [6],
Terrance Deacon’s evolution of language [25], Cavelli-Sforza
and Feldman’s evolution of social learning [26], and Bates’s
evolution of information [27] are not specifically deterministic,
as Darwinian paradigms suggested.

Instead of thinking of determinant accounts of evolution, we
would like to consider archival interpretations of evolutionary
theory as pragmatic attempts to predict and describe a variety
of observable informationally patterned changes in different
environments. Here, we tend to agree with Hull questions the
extent to which biological theories of evolution capture what is
happening in society and culture, noting significant limitations
with overfitting biological models to other areas.

VI. METADATA FOR EVOLUTIONARY ANALYSES OF
SCIENCE AND CULTURE

In this section, we identify the metadata of interest for
studies of evolution and comment on their usefulness in
longitudinal studies. First, we describe the temporal metadata
in GenBank and KYM, as temporal metadata have direct utility
for studies of changes in science, society, and culture. Second,
we compare the repositories’ metadata identified in the prior
section to identify lessons each repository can learn from the
other (GenBank from KYM, and KYM from GenBank).

A. Use Cases of Evolutionary Metadata in GenBank

There are several topics which network and longitudinal
metadata provide a useful source for studies of the evolution
of science. Four examples that are highlighted here include
the career trajectories of scientists, the growth and decay of
scientific collaboration networks, and federal investment in
scientific topics.

1. Scientific Collaboration Network Dynamics. In the
case of scientific collaboration networks represented by co-
authorships on datasets and publications in GenBank, the
structural changes in the network (e.g. the extent of clustering,
the presence of structural holes) can be indicative of scientific
community change. In using co-authorship networks from
datasets and publications in GenBank, structural changes in
networks can indicate a topical focus in the scientific commu-
nity, e.g. COVID-19 research.

2. Evolution of Scientific Fields. The dynamics of the
networks can indicate that particular disciplines attract more
attention as seen by the number of authors and the volume of
scientific outputs. These might include publications, patents,
data submissions, or new journals in an area of research.

3. Social Change and Equity in Scientific Practice. More
recently, science of science have taken an ethical turn, focusing
on equity and social change. In we could use GenBank to
identify the power dynamics in author, such as the invisible
labor in terms of the author overlap on datasets and publi-
cations. In a similar vein, studies of geographic inequalities
can be studied using location-based data can be studied using
GenBank country metadata [28].

B. Use Cases of Evolutionary Metadata in KYM
Like GenBank, we also see KYM network and longitudinal

metadata which might prove valuable for cultural and social
evolution. Examples will loosely analogously echo those de-
scribed for GenBank through how they can be seen similarly
and differently.

1. Archival Collaboration Network Dynamics. Likewise,
in this setting, “collaboration” exists in its own way. That is,
in KYM, the user profiles attached to one meme image gallery
might be seen as a collaboration to build an archive. Different
archival actors are working together to build a collection of
images which explain culture. However, as noted previously,
it’s not clear what the cultural archive’s “product” is. Also this
implies that collaboration is less explicitly social; i.e. these
archivists may have no clear social connections even if they
are connected in cultural phenomena.

2. Dynamics of Cultural Classification. The dynamics of
networks can indicate that particular events or cultural refer-
ents attract varieties of intensities of attention. For example, we
might see some meme entries have more uploads or views in
the same amount of time. However it is important to note that
these are temporalities of archivists, and not the culture they
archive itself. This is different from GenBank in the sense that
GenBank connects material genomic sequences, whereas the
temporal data related to uploads for KYM do not necessarily
represent replicable material of a meme or the temporaries of
its replication. Instead it represents the attention and the labor
of crowdsource archivists.

3. Social Change and Equity in Cultural Representation.
While it has not been closely studied, much of KYM is archiv-
ing dominantly western and English culture. This has been
understudied because digital space does not seem to have as
culturally clear geopolitical boundaries. And the way in which
one would study this would require some operationalization
of the geopolitical meanings of the data on KYM. However,
regardless, in explaining culture, this suggests possible limi-
tations in how well KYM archives culture equitably.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the implications of the use of
metadata in repositories for evolutionary analyses. We include
lessons learned, limitations, archival traces and missing data,
and methodological considerations.

A. Lessons Learned: GenBank and KYM
The archives can be compared in terms of temporal granu-

larity, the structure of the date/time format (longitudinal data),
link standardization and node interpretability (network data).



Fig. 7. Lessons Learned from GenBank to KYM related to longitudinal and
networked data

The metadata of each repository have advantages and disad-
vantages with respect to the longitudinal and networked traces
contained therein. We compare these affordances to open the
dialogue on how repositories might learn from each other. For
instance, GenBank has best practices for tracking timestamps
with a relatively high level of granularity. However, the revi-
sion date is often retrospectively applied to the dataset record,
yet not well-explained. GenBank can learn from KYM’s social
tagging features. Social tagging enables greater flexibility of
content labels (in addition to the standardized tags). KYM’s
metadata is beneficial for longitudinal analyses because of
its temporal granularity for image data (to the second) and
automated record of the timestamp of the image upload. Yet,
KYM can learn from GenBank’s standardization infrastructure
to supplement the crowdsourcing of its dataset description
(e.g., metadata tags).

B. Limitations

The HTML of KYM reveals access limitations. First, there
is no public-facing KYM API. That is, a computational
researcher cannot systematically collect gallery information
through a Python or R script. Marketing consultancies and
insights. KYM data is not considering academic researchers
to be its audience. Yet, as noted in previous research, KYM is
likely the most complete source of curated (meta)data about
internet culture publicly available on the internet.

Additionally, it can be seen that KYM contains metadata in
the HTML language of these pages which are not necessarily
visible when viewing a browser normally. Specifically, there
exists metadata that shows the precise second that an artifact
was uploaded to KYM. This suggests that KYM sees value in
hiding some crucial longitudinal data, or does not seem it as
valuable to the typical patron of the site.

C. Archival Traces and Missing Data

Analysts use the digital traces in archives to provide im-
portant insights about cultural trends and historical events.
However, it is not only the traces left by the repository contents
but also the absences that are revealing of the cultural and

social zeitgeist. That is, an analyst can gain deep insight due
to missing data in an archive, a ‘computational hole’ that
repositories reveal. In our use cases, we demonstrated how
the lack of data in a specific time period or about a particular
phenomenon is indicative of a lack of interest (e.g., lack of
scientific investment in a topic in GenBank) or culturally visual
dominated media on KYM. In other words, our use cases
suggest that we can use not only “what’s there” but also what’s
missing from the database as an indicator of historical trends
and evolutionary ideals in scientific and cultural practice.

Data absences lead us to ask: Whose voices are not heard?
Whose priorities are relegated to silence? For example, anal-
yses of GenBank metadata reveal the imbalance of research
in countries from the “Global South,” where the burden of
disease is disproportionate to global investment in scientific
work in low and low-to-middle income countries. The holes
in the data speak volumes about the political economy of
scientific knowledge production between global north and
south. In KYM, a dominant focus on visual images rather
than sound, for example, are indicative of ablest tendencies in
digital memetic collections. Here, computational analysis of
the archives reflect social mores, socioeconomic stratification,
among other institutional structures.

Echoing literature on the non-neutral role of memory insti-
tutions, we call attention to the absences of data to emphasize
that repositories and archives are not comprehensive or even
representative of social and cultural phenomena, but rather an
approximation reflection of what leadership has selected as
worth keeping, preserving, saving, or paying attention to. For
example, “big pharmaceudical”’ patents in GenBank, as well
as how controversial political entities are named, e.g., Taiwan.
In KYM, the presence of memes on sensitive or taboo topics,
e.g., politically heated current events can indicate the extent
to which censorship is occurring in the broader social milieu,
as reflected by the platform.

1) Methodological Considerations: The Archive as an
Evolving Assemblage : As memory institutions, repositories
like GenBank and KYM are embedded in a sociotechnical as-
semblage comprised of technical, human, and governance lay-
ers. As such, a key methodological consideration for archival
analysts should be their status as entities within broader
infrastructures. For example, GenBank began as a community
of scientists and a technical platform to support the exchange
of nucleic acids at the National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI). Later they added services, tutorials, and
programming to support scientists as they encountered new
challenges, e.g., through the Human Genome Project, and
legal constraints (e.g., Mosaic vs. United States). As such,
the data analysis and interpretation of the evolution of sci-
entific collaboration networks in GenBank metadata requires
an appreciation for the policy changes, historical events in the
history of genomics, the technical artifacts of legacy systems,
and much more.

Likewise, KYM started as a content aggregator, but its
ethos is really about the attention economy. That is, largely
KYM is based upon an interest in collecting marketing data



moreso than cultural evolution [2]; yet, it remains a primary
data repository for memetic researchers. In this paper, we
describe GenBank and KYM in terms of the infrastructure‘s
that they are, dynamic and certainly composed of policies,
technical properties, human effort and labor and the content it
circulates within them as well as the systems that support that
content. We reflect that in computational archival analysis, it
is important to look at the repositories and archives not as
isolated islands, but as an assemblage or conglomeration of
infrastructure.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Repositories’ contain metadata of value for social and
cultural “evolutionary” phenomena. Despite their value, CAS
analyses are have limited evolutionary perspectives to analyze
archival traces. In this study, we analyzed the longitudinal
and networked properties of two repositories, GenBank and
Know Your Meme (KYM) by drawing from trace ethnographic
methods to surface the metadata, repository features, and
affordances useful for foregrounding assumptions embedded
in repository metadata. We find that CAS studies taking an
evolutionary perspective can benefit from adding a longitudinal
perspective to its existing network logics to trace quantitative
patterns of cultural and social phenomena. We find that the
archives are limited by design features that neglect validation,
but that there are ample opportunities for the repositories to use
existing traces and expand social tagging. We structured the
lessons we learned into a table to inform design considerations
for evolutionary archives. Our lessons begin a principled
approach for evolutionary archive design. These principles
begin with how validated certain kinds of data are, such as
social tags. With similar developments, we can begin to study
databases or platforms which contain “archival” features as
being potentially beneficial for archive design. Future work
will provide a more structured set of principles for evolution-
ary archive design. We will continue examining the archival
features identified here to further validate computational data
for CAS studies of evolutionary cultural and social analyses.
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